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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the concept of responsible investment (RI) has
gained significant traction across the hedge fund industry. As global
asset owners become increasingly attuned to the importance of
environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors in their
portfolios, managers are starting to integrate RI into their investment
processes. Indeed, we at Man Group are part of a growing list of
signatories to the UN-supported Principles for Responsible
Investing (PRI), which is making positive headway in the hedge fund
space.
As the broad hedge fund universe begins to get on board with RI,
we believe it’s worth paying particular attention to the role of
quantitative strategies. Indeed, at first glance, systematic
approaches – where decisions are taken by algorithms and
machines, rather than humans capable of normative judgement –
may not seem likely to be natural leaders in embedding ESGrelated principles. But this relatively small group of strategies within
the hedge fund universe has a specific role to play, and this article
sets out some of the ways that quant strategies seek to be
positioned to develop repeatable and consistent RI frameworks.

SOME QUANT STRATEGIES ARE ALREADY
EMBEDDING RI WITHOUT FANFARE
For investors considering the best ways to express their worldviews,
we believe it is often important to look behind the explicit label of a
strategy. Cynicism about the motivation of hedge funds is
understandable – where some investment managers may be
tempted simply to monetise the buzzword of ‘responsibility’,
building marketing brands around explicit ‘ESG’ strategies, but
really only paying lip-service to the more serious effort of RI: making
investors more accountable, transparent and informed of nonfinancial factors. Of course, this backfired a decade ago, when the
advent of renewable energy technologies inspired a number of
‘cleantech’ funds, several of which soon closed down due to poor
and volatile returns.
However, in recent years, we have begun to see quantitative
investment strategies embedding RI practices without marketing
their products with overt ‘ESG’ labels. Unlike discretionary
approaches, quant strategies face inherent limitations in terms of
active engagement with company management, but many of them
seek to practice RI in other ways. For example, many have adopted
explicit policies around ESG, enhanced stewardship via proxy
voting, or established formal RI committees. This is an important
development – since we believe real improvement in industry-wide
responsibility is about improving investment practices across the

board, rather than confining progress to a narrow set of specialist
‘ESG’ or ‘RI’ labelled products.

ESG SCORES ARE IN THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER –
BUT QUANT STRATEGIES PROVIDE A CONSISTENT
LENS FOR DATA
It’s no secret that the range of composite ESG scores available to
investors today pose challenges for investors. Many active
managers rely on these scores, compiled by specialist ESG
research agencies, to inform decisions about what constitutes a
responsible company. However, these scores are subjective, and
the analysis of companies can vary substantially between ratings
providers, given the lack of standardised definitions: academic
research continues to point to the significant divergence between
them1. Instead of relying on these scores, quantitative strategies
can use their extensive capabilities to dig further into the raw data –
allowing them to develop their own ‘scoring’ systems to understand
and compare companies. Over time, we believe quantitative
analysis has the potential to help develop a more rigorous and
consistent framework for comparing companies’ ESG credentials.

IDENTIFYING PATTERNS IN ESG DATA AND
COMPANY PERFORMANCE
Taking their data research capabilities a step further, quantitative
investment approaches also have the potential to identify
relationships between ESG data and company performance. Using
the same tools they use to analyse other aspects of company
information, systematic approaches can help derive statistically
significant correlations to understand how these factors might
impact performance over time. They can also analyse patterns in
existing ESG scores (those subjective measures we highlighted
before) – for example, studying the change in scores, beyond the
scores themselves, can potentially be a useful indicator of
performance2. We believe that ESG-related signals, like other
factors, exist – but are rarely persistent. In other words, they
modulate over time. Consider how volatility in the carbon price has
modulated the environmental signal for investors over the past
decade, for example. Or how corporate governance reform efforts
in South Korea and in Japan have made this governance signal
more important regionally. In this context, quantitative investment
approaches have the potential to draw important observations
about the role of ESG factors in investment – which qualitative
analysis alone cannot achieve.

1. Source: Chatterji, A., Durand, R., Levine, D., Touboul, S. ‘Do Ratings of Firms Converge? Implications for Managers, Investors and Strategy Researchers’. HEC Paris Research
Paper, November 2014. Available here.
2. Source: Joint study by European Centre for Corporate Engagement (ECCE) at Maastricht University and Dutch firm, NN Investment Partners, 2016.
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR DISCRETIONARY
MANAGERS?
Of course, while we believe that quantitative strategies have a role
to play in RI – and we expect this to expand over the coming years
– they also have the potential to support discretionary managers in
their adoption of RI processes. As with so many areas of
investment, we believe that the line between quantitative and
discretionary approaches is thinner than ever, and we could see
discretionary managers making use of quant capabilities over the
coming years. More broadly, research into ESG factors – as they
modulate over time and influence company performance – could
help managers identify regimes and rotations which impact
portfolios.

In the shorter term, however, we believe quantitative strategies may
be at an advantage when it comes to turning raw ESG data into the
potential for portfolio outperformance. As the investment industry
continues to make progress towards ingraining RI principles across
the board, we believe that quant approaches are likely to matter
more than ever.

Find out more about Responsible Investment at Man Group:
man.com/responsible-investment
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
This material represents an assessment of market and political conditions at a particular time and is not a guarantee of future results. This information should not
be relied upon by the reader as research or investment advice. Opinions expressed are those of the author and may not be shared by all personnel of Man Group
plc (‘Man’). These opinions are subject to change without notice, are for information purposes only and do not constitute an offer or invitation to make an
investment in any financial instrument or in any product to which the Company and/or its affiliates provides investment advisory or any other financial services. Any
organisations, financial instrument or products described in this material are mentioned for reference purposes only which should not be considered a
recommendation for their purchase or sale. Neither the Company nor the authors shall be liable to any person for any action taken on the basis of the information
provided. Some statements contained in this material concerning goals, strategies, outlook or other non-historical matters may be forward-looking statements and
are based on current indicators and expectations. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made, and the Company
undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that may
cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in the statements. This material is proprietary information of the Company and its affiliates and may
not be reproduced or otherwise disseminated in whole or in part without prior written consent from the Company. Unless stated otherwise all information is
provided by the Company. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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